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The Covid 19 outbreak has impacted us all in ways we
probably hadn’t considered before. None more so
than the impact it has had on live events, meetings,
conferences and exhibitions.

Here to help
you with all
your events
needs

However, this doesn’t mean you can’t communicate
and interact with your customers and colleagues. It
does mean you have to look at alternative ways to do
it whilst ensuring the communication’s effectiveness.
We have years of experience in broadcasting varying
types and formats of events covering 2 to +1000
attendees.
Whether you want to produce a broadcast using your
premises or produce an entirely virtual experience in
one of our studios, ITM will have the solution for you.

Small events, BIG
impact
Ultimately, we will return to the freedom of travel we
enjoyed before Covid, but how long that will be is still an
unknown. A 500+ person, multi country or even local
gathering, might not be available until 2021.
Even when travel restrictions are lifted, as a society we
have experienced the value new ways of working can
bring. We can still effectively support the essential
customer and colleague interactions without impacting
the environment, incurring significant financial costs and
have our teams spending many hours travelling.
So going forward we believe the way in which we
outwardly engage and communicate, will be changed
forever, be it one on one or large groups from across
multiple countries or regions.

Meeting and presenting online has entered the mainstream. Everyone
has adapted to survive in the new age of communication. But with
endless zoom meetings and video calling, how can you make your
content stand out and truly engage with your audience? Based on your
goals and budget, you can produce a professional quality live stream
with as little as one person or using a multi-person crew and bespoke
stage and studio set ups.

Adding production value
and execution
we can create a broadcast
fit for television.

We can help take your event to the next level. Using our secure and
completely scalable streaming platform, we can build your virtual event
from the ground up, to fit your bespoke requirements.
We have 25 years of production experience under our belts and having
been broadcasting events online for over a decade we have a deep
understanding of the best ways to interact online. Combining
professional audio, lighting and seamless video production we can help
you deliver the perfect broadcast.
Keep your event interactive and engaging using the tools at your
disposal. Live polling, Q&A, virtual teambuilding, breakout sessions,
workshops and large panel discussions – varying the delivery of your
content will help keep your attendees focused and retain your message.
With limitless reach - and at the convenience of your audience - you can
spread your message further than ever before, while maintaining your
brand image and identity with fully customizable content and user
interfaces.
Virtual Events and the possibilities they offer are not only around for the
short term. The benefits of bringing your event online compliment all live
audience events.

We wouldn’t be able to do what we do if we
couldn’t do it safely. It is our priority to maintain a
safe, healthy and happy working environment
wherever we go

Putting the
practical into
PPE

All of our experienced technicians and crew are
provided with and instructed to use appropriate
PPE, not just around our clients but also in our
offices and warehouse. All of our equipment is
disinfected before, during, and after every
production.
We also have access to numerous practical
solutions to assist you with making your event
happen within the constantly changing guidelines.
We can assist you in supplying PPE, room dividers,
perspex table dividers and social distancing
signage. We also have a range of practical AV
solutions to make sure that all audiences can
gather safely, without having to compromise on
their experience.

Guide to Virtual Events
A breakdown of buzzwords
What is a Virtual Event?

A large, multi-session online event that can feature both webinars and webcasts (broadcast). Suitable for replacing in person
conferences, expos and trade shows. Virtual events are ideal for any event that features multiple presentations, discussion rooms
or brand experiences to engage your audience. They are highly interactive and give a similar look and feel to a physical event.
They can also be run in conjunction with an in-person event, coining the ever popular phase ‘Hybrid Event’.

What is a Webcast / Live Broadcast?

A webcast is a live video stream of an event or conference. Webcasts are polished, high-quality videos which in simple terms is
like a TV broadcast using the internet for a live stream.

What is a Webinar?
Prime industry leading examples of webinars are Microsoft Teams, Zoom & Webex.
Webinars are either live meetings that take place on the internet in the form of a presentation, discussion, lecture or conference.
Using a combination of assets, webinars use PowerPoint slides, webcams, screenshare, pre-recorded videos and audio. A
webinar typically lasts between 30-90 minutes and are more suited to a smaller audience of numbers up to 100..

What is Simulive?

Simulive is an amalgamation of a pre-recorded webinar and a live interaction (simulated+live = simulive). This allows you to prerecord a video or webinar presentation ahead of your live broadcast, adding the opportunity to interact with your attendees in
real-time on the day.

Guide to Virtual Events
Examples of how the platform can appear.

A platform to suit all of your needs
Introducing ‘Live Stage’
Live Stage is our very own platform based on HTML5. It runs
across multiple devices without the need to download anything,
it’s encrypted and is highly secure.
As well as the ‘Main Stage’ set up & broadcast, presenters or
panelists can be content creators that can join the interactive
broadcast session from anywhere globally, on any device and
use the ‘back stage’ area for communication.
The producer, local and remote crews communicate via the
private back stage channel. The producer directs the crews and
presenters with guidance and instructions, for example
countdown to going live and directing the broadcasts live
switching.
The master crew switch the video feeds as required, play videos
and run presentations for presenters and sends the main
broadcast to the audience.
The communication team and moderators direct the audience
Q&A to the relevant presenter, start polls and surveys when
required and can switch and allocate guests to breakout rooms.

What else can I add to my virtual event?
Using Livestage as a platform, let’s build the perfect event for you.

Event
Registration
& Support

Event
Interaction and
Features

Live
Technical
Support

Breakout Rooms,
Virtual Workshops
and Networking

Post / In
Event
Feedback

We can produce a fully
branded micro-site for the
event with user
registration,
If required, we can
provide an embed code
with the video player for
your own website or
intranet if preferred.

Q&A, chat pane.
live polling, surveys and
other interactive tools
such as quizzes can be
easily built in.

Presenters, facilitators
and production crew
connect using the
‘Back Stage’ area
during the live virtual
event to ensure a
seamless broadcast.

We can create
breakout rooms with up
to 100 participants
each where they can
share their screen, chat,
draw on a whiteboard
and watch the room
panelist cam. Just like a
Webinar.

Like an in-person
event, feedback is
crucial. The great
thing about a digital
event is this can be
pushed at the event
or even during the
sessions for instant
feedback.

Micro-sites can feature
agendas and speaker bios
and much more.

Plus ability to push any
guests live if required
(Great for Award
acceptance).

What else can I add to my virtual event?
Event registration and custom microsite design
Our event registration tool will allow pre-event communication and technical support where required. Added features such as
agenda, speaker bios and a great place to host recorded recorded postings. Ideal for those who may not have been able to
attend but have an interest in the content.

What else can I add to my virtual event?
Create Virtual Venues, Exhibitions & Showcases
Through the use of Simulive and 3D design, you can create custom spaces to use as a portal for your virtual event. With links to presentations and
videos as well as scheduling live meetings / webinars throughout, you can create a completely immersive user experience for your attendees by
keeping your entire event in one bespoke virtual venue.

What else can I add to my virtual event?
Gift packs for delegates
Make your delegates feel like they are genuinely part of your event by sending them a gift pack prior to the event. Whether that be the coffee they’d
receive on the morning of the conference, some materials for a team building exercise or specific goods tailored to your brand – a gift pack will
contribute to a more immersive and engaging experience.

We can bring the studio to you

After

Before

Getting everyone you need to one location isn’t as easy as it used to be. For this virtual event we
transformed their office into a fully functioning broadcast studio.

What do you need to consider when planning your
virtual Event?
Programming

Production

Features

How do you want to
broadcast your event?

How do you want your event to look
and feel?

How will you maximise
engagement?

• How many Attendees do you
expect to join your event?
• When would you like the event to
take place?

• Will all your presenters be together?
• Will you have remote presenters?
• Do you want to use a studio set up?

• Do you require a highly secure login
& access process?

• Do you want to use Green Screen to create
a virtual studio?

• Do you need post event analytics?

• Would you like a custom branded website
to host the event?

• Do you want content to be
available after the event?
• Do you want your event to be a
single broadcast, or do you want to
have several different sessions
throughout the event?

• Would you have an exhibition or showcase
area?
• How do you want your attendees to
navigate between different sessions and
presentations?
• Do you want to build an immersive 3D
Virtual Event space to host your virtual
event?

• Do you require breakout sessions or
smaller workshops?
• Do you want to utilise live
interactive tools such as Q&A and
Live Polling?
• Would you like to incorporate an
event app or similar features into a
microsite?
• Have you considered team
building & small group interactive
sessions?
• Do you want to run an awards
show?
• Would you like to provide
delegates with gift packs/ activity
materials as a part of your event?
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